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the death of Walsmgham From him proceeded the framing of
the whole affair , from him the odious names and phrases newly
applied to the Catholics, and not taken over from previous
proclamations, from him the insults and lies against Catholic
Princes which in the eyes and judgments of all are manifestly
false and impudent
Of Sir Walter Ralegh it is written that he keeps a school of
Atheism much frequented, with a certain necromantic
astronomer as schoolmaster, where no small number of young
men of noble birth learn to deride the Old Law of Moses as well
as the New Law of Christ with ingenious quips and jests, and
among other things to spell the name of God backwards
He compareth the seminaries, which the proclamation
denounced, with the colleges in the two Universities of England,
declaring that the students come out of England neither for
lack of living nor for crimes committed, for they are commonly
gentlemen, or wealthy peoples' children, and might easily have
had preferment if they would apply themselves to the pro-
testants' proceedings Moreover he showeth that a great
multitude of gentlemen's sons leaving their inheritances and
other hopes of worldly possibilities at home come over daily to
study and to be made priests with infinite desire to return again
quickly to England He declareth that there are more gentle-
men at this time in the English seminaries of France, Rome and
Spam than in all the clergy of England twice told, to which no
gentleman will afford his son to be a minister and much less his
daughter to be a minister's wife
With the order and studies observed in the seminaries are
compared the loose proceedings of the English Universities and
Colleges where Cecil, Leicester and such like, cancellers of
virtue rather than Chancellors of Universities, have overthrown
all. The porters are taken away from College gates which used
to keep students in awe, whence come confusion and immodesty
in apparel, every man wearing either as his pride or his fancy
serve, or his purse and ability permit. To this is attributed the
filling up and pestering all colleges with harlots to be baits for
the young men, headships given to light and wanton companions,
fencing and dancing schools crowded, taverns filled with
scholars, statutes of founders condemned and broken, leases
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